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Mechanical Quantum Systems (MQS) 

Micro-toroid Structures 

Macroscopic Mirrors 

Kippenberg  
(EPFL) 

LIGO 

Just a small subset of types of devices being explored. 

Roukes (Caltech) 

Nanomechanical Beams 

Develop and study mechanical quantum systems;  systems which under ordinary  
conditions are perfectly well-described by classical laws of physics  

Devices like: 
Graphene Sheets 

Steele (Delft) 

Schwab (Caltech) 

Superfluid  
Acoustic  
Cavities 



Mechanical Quantum Systems (MQS) 

Nanomechanical Beams 

Devices like: Microtoroid Resonators 

Vibrational modes ‘ring’ as  
one would expect for a  

classical simple harmonic oscillator 

- Well-defined 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑝𝑝 that 
follow  Netwon’s second law 

- Continuous energy spectrum 
- No superposition/interference 

The motional properties of these ‘everyday’ structures are normally well- 
represented in terms of classical harmonic oscillator modes 

But… 

Kippenberg  
(EPFL) 

Roukes (Caltech) 



Mechanical Systems in the Quantum Regime 

No reason that we know of why the motion of such objects shouldn’t 
exhibit characteristics of quantum S.H.O. (under the right conditions) 

Cantilever in a quantum superposition 
 of spatially-separated states 

From Schwab & Roukes,  
Phys. Today 2005 

Zero-point  
fluctuations 

Discrete Energy  
Levels m x 

k 

Roukes (Caltech) 

Early Ideas See: M.L. Roukes, Physics World 14, 25 (2001);  
and V. Braginsky & F. Khalili, Quantum Measurement  

𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 = ℏ𝜔𝜔(𝑛𝑛 +
1
2

) 



Mechanical Quantum Systems:  Motivations and 
Applications 

Fundamental studies of quantum mechanics 
- Test decoherence in new limits; perform Schrodinger-Cat experiment 

with devices we normally observe to have definite properties; etc 
- Further our understanding of fundamental limits of measurement 

Development of new technologies 
- For quantum information 
         Optomechanical transducers 
          See:  J.T. Hill et al. Nat. Comm. (2012) 
                    J. Bochmann et al. Nat. Phys. (2013) 
   T. Bagci et al. Nature (2014) 
                    R. Andrews et al. Nat. Phys. (2014) 

 
- For quantum sensing and imaging 
- For gravitational wave detection 
- Energy dissipation at nanoscale 

Long-distance quantum communication 

K. Stannigel et al. PRA 2011 

e.g. 

e.g. 

Single-Nuclei  
Magnetic Imaging Rugar et al. Nature 2004 



Recommended Reviews on the MQS Field 

Broader Audience 

Some Technical Reviews 
Keith Schwab, Michael Roukes 
Physics Today 58, 36 (2005) 

Markus Aspelmeyer, Pierre Meystre & Keith Schwab 
Physics Today 65, 29 (2012) 

- M. Poot & H.S. van der Zant. Phys. Rep. 511, 273 (2012). 
- Y. Greenberg et al. Physics –Uspekhi 55, 382 (2012). 
- M. Aspelmeyer et al. Rev. Mod. Phys. 86, 1391 (2014). 
- G. Kurizki et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 112, 3866 (2015). 



Outline of the Lectures 

Lecture 1: Origins/Motivations of MQS   
     Confluence of several paths of research 

     From gravitational wave detection to nanomechanics      

Lecture 2:  Exploring Quantum Limits of Mechanics 
    Basic criteria for observing quantum behavior in other- 
     wise classically-behaving systems 

    State of the art in regard to meeting these basic criteria 

Lecture 3:  Superconducting qubits and mechanics 
     A mechanical analog to CQED 

     Great promise to serve as a test-bed for studying MQS 



STEP BACK AND LOOK AT THE 
ORIGINS AND MOTIVATIONS 



Nanomechanics 

Gravitational Wave Detection 

gravity.phy.syr.edu  

Mesoscopic Quantum Devices 
 & Superconducting Devices 

lahayelab.syr.edu 

nano.caltech.edu 

Quantum Optics & CQED 

 www2.cnrs.fr/en/1460.htm 

Primary Influences on the 
Development of Mechanical 

Quantum Systems 



Gravitational Waves 
- Prediction of general relativity 

- Traveling space-time oscillations 
that propagate at the speed of light 

- So far, not directly observed… 

      In principle could be observed by    
measuring changes in relative 
spacing of objects as wave passes 

http://silkroad.bao.ac.cn/web/ 

- However, such oscillations ∆𝑟𝑟 are 
incredibly small and are likely only be 
observable for astrophysical events  

Example1. Two black holes coalescing; each 
Black hole being 10 solar masses.  
 
The gravitational signal measured at a distance 
of 200 Mpc is  
 
 ℎ = ∆𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟⁄ ≈ 5 × 10−21! 
 

Artist rendering of the  
coalescence of two black holes 

𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟 + ∆𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) 

Before wave During wave 

ℎ for controlled (i.e. laboratory-based) GW  
signals would be orders of magnitude smaller! 

Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detection 
References: P.R. Saulson, Physics of gravitational wave detection… XXVI SLAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics (1998).  



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detection 

Gravitational Waves 
- Prediction of general relativity 

- Traveling space-time oscillations 
that propagate at the speed of light 

- So far, not directly observed… 

      In principle could be observed by    
measuring changes in relative 
spacing of objects as wave passes 

http://silkroad.bao.ac.cn/web/ 

- Importance of detection:  confirmation of predictions of GR; novel studies of “hard to 
see” astrophysical phenomena;  new era of gravitational wave astronomy 

Example1. Two black holes coalescing; each 
Black hole being 10 solar masses.  
 
The gravitational signal measured at a distance 
of 200 Mpc is  
 
 ℎ = ∆𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟⁄ ≈ 5 × 10−21! 
 

Artist rendering of the  
coalescence of two black holes 

Before wave During wave 

𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟 + ∆𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) 

Raises the Question:  How can one detect such small strains? 

References: P.R. Saulson, Physics of gravitational wave detection… XXVI SLAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics (1998).  



Reference: K. Riles, Progress in Particle & Nuclear Physics 68 (2013).  

Source: auriga.lnl.infn.it 

Resonant Mass Detectors Massive superconducting bars (~ 2 Tons)  

GW “rings up” lowest mechanical mode (Q ~ 106) 

Resonant transducer amplifies motion and converts to  
electrical domain for read-out with sensitive electronics 

Aluminum 
5056 

Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detectors (Resonant Bars) 

(~1 kHz) 



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detectors (Resonant Bars) 
Reference: K. Riles, Progress in Particle & Nuclear Physics 68 (2013).  

Source: auriga.lnl.infn.it 

Joseph Weber, circa 1965.   

- Original “Weber bars” used piezoelectric 
transducers as strain sensors 
-  Not cryogenic, limited by RT thermal noise 
to strain sensitivity of ℎ~10−16   

State of the art today:  
- 3 m bar cooled to 100’s mK. SQUIDs used in electronic read-out 

- Strain sensitivities ℎ~ 10−21 achieved (Corresponds to displacement sensitivity ~ 10−21 m! ).   



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detectors (Resonant Bars) 
References: K. Riles, Progress in Particle & Nuclear Physics 68 (2013).  

Source: auriga.lnl.infn.it 

Joseph Weber, circa 1965.   

- Original “Weber bars” used piezoelectric 
transducers as strain sensors 
-  Not cryogenic, limited by RT thermal noise 
to strain sensitivity of ℎ~10−17   

State of the art today:  
- 3 m bar cooled to 100’s mK. SQUIDs used in electronic read-out 

- Strain sensitivities ℎ~ 10−21 achieved (Corresponds to displacement sensitivity ~ 10−21 m! ).   

No confirmed GW detection events yet… 
 
Limitation: They are resonant devices, so operation limited to narrow  
bandwidth (~10-100 Hz) around 1 kHz → Limits range of GW sources it can “see” 
 
See Riles (above) and B.S. Sathyaprakash. Living Rev. Relativity 12, 2 (2009)  for 
more details about state of the art. 



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detectors (Interferometers) 
References: K. Riles, Progress in Particle & Nuclear Physics 68 (2013).  

Source: ligo.caltech.edu 

Hanford, WA USA 

Livingston, LA USA 

4 km long arms! 

Incident GW 

- Incident GW changes path lengths light 
in the Michelson interferometery’s arms 

- Leads to a phase difference in light returning 
from each arm to the beam splitter  

- Phase difference is proportional to arm 
length 𝐿𝐿 → Strain sensitivity ∝ 1/𝐿𝐿 

Source: LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational  
Wave Observatory) 

Source: LIGO Collaboration 



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detectors (Interferometers) 
References: K. Riles, Progress in Particle & Nuclear Physics 68 (2013).  

Source: Riles. 

Hanford, WA USA 

Livingston, LA USA 

4 km long arms! 

- LIGO Hanford and Livingston (H1 & L1) 
and Virgo (V1)  have achieved ℎ ≤ 10−21 
over broad band (10’s Hz to kHz)! 

Source: LIGO Collaboration 

Source: LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational  
Wave Observatory) 

- No detection events yet, but new 
upgraded run (Advanced LIGO) has begun 
with factor of 10 improvement expected 



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detectors (Interferometers) 
References: K. Riles, Progress in Particle & Nuclear Physics 68 (2013).  

Source: Riles. 

Hanford, WA USA 

Livingston, LA USA 

4 km long arms! 

- LIGO Hanford and Livingston (H1 & L1) 
and Virgo (V1)  have achieved ℎ ≤ 10−21 
over broad band (10’s Hz to kHz)! 

Source: LIGO Collaboration 

Source: LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational  
Wave Observatory) 

- No detection events yet, but new 
upgraded run (Advanced LIGO) has begun 
with factor of 10 improvement expected 

Both resonant mass detectors and Km-scale interferometers perform 
measurements of displacement with sensitivity orders-of-magnitude smaller 
than the width of atomic nuclei… 
 
This raises some important questions 



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detection – 
Questions Raised About Position Measurement 

Is it sensible to talk about measuring displacements of macroscopic 
bodies that are a small fraction of an atomic nucleus? 

Does quantum mechanics come into play at all? 

If so, does quantum mechanics place any limits on the 
ultimate sensitivity of such measurements?   

(yes!) 

(yes!) 

(yes!) 

Zero-point fluctuations 

Quantum noise and back-action 

The limits depend on type of measurement performed 

Subject 
Discussed 

In Lecture II 



Origins:  Gravitational Wave Detection – Early Investigators of 
Quantum Measurements of Macroscopic Objects 

Some of the pioneers 
who thought about the role 
of QM in measurement of 

macroscopic objects  

Kip Thorne 

Ron Drever 

Vladimir Braginsky Carl Caves 

Many others including W. Unruh, F. Khalili, Y. Vorontsov…  



Origins:  Nanoelectromechanical Systems (NEMS) 

Michael Roukes 

- Field of NEMS began in the 1990’s, initially pioneered by 
Roukes and group members at Caltech 

- Explore the electromechanical properties of nanoscale systems and 
understand how such properties can be utilized in a wide array of 
applications (from medicine to bio-sensing to fundamental physics) 

 
- Understand the limits (including quantum mechanics) placed upon 

nanoscale technology by the properties of these system 

See nano.caltech.edu for Roukes group website for more info  

Also see M. Roukes, Physics World, Feb. 2001 for overview of early motivations 



Origins:  Basic Mechanical Properties of NEMS 
See A. Cleland, Foundations of Nanomechanics for a comprehensive introduction  

Cleland & Roukes, APL 69, 2653 (1996) - Structure dimensions range from  
10’s nanometers to microns 

-  Many different materials:  
SiN, SiC, Si, diamond, metals, etc 
 
carbon nanotubes, graphene, nanowires 

- Small deformations, obey Hooke’s 
law → damped simple harmonic motion 

L 

Width ‘w’ 
t 

For transverse modes 
‘𝑥𝑥’ usually represents 

mid-point displacement 
or average displacement 

over  beam length 

Patterned with electron-beam 
Lithography and  
Plasma-Etching 

�̈�𝑥𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡 = −𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛2𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡 − 𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛�̇�𝑥𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡 + 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) 

- Flexural frequencies range from 10’s kHz to GHz 

Sources of 
dissipation 
include defects,  
clamping loss,  
circuit loading… 

In-plane flexural frequency 

𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛
2𝜋𝜋 =

𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛2

2𝜋𝜋
𝑤𝑤
𝐿𝐿2

𝐸𝐸 + 𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿2𝑡𝑡/𝑤𝑤
12𝜌𝜌  

E ≡ Young’s Modulus (100’s GPa typ)  

ρ ≡  Density (e.g. for SiN, ~3000 kg/m3 )  
βn  depends on boundary conditions  
and mode (e.g. β1=4.730 for clamped ends) 
αn  depends on boundary conditions  
and mode (e.g. α1=0.295 for clamped ends) 

T ≡ Tension in film (~ MPa’s, low-stress SiN)  



Origins:  NEMS – Examples of Integrated Circuitry for 
Electronic/Magnetic Transduction of Displacement 

Etaki et al. Nature Phys 4, 785 (2008) 

LaHaye et al. Science 304, 74 (2004) 

…many others techniques incl. piezoelectric, 
nanophotonic, magnetomotive, tunnel junction… 

Bargatin, Kozinsky, Roukes APL 90 093116 (2007)  

Hertzberg et al., Nano Lett. 7 120 (2007)  

SQUID Displacement detector 

Single-electron transistor detector 

Capacitive 
 detection 

Thermal 
actuation Piezoresistive  

detection 



Origins and Motivations:  Nanomechanical Mass Sensing 

- added mass ∆𝑚𝑚 changes 
NEMS frequency f0  

-Dalton (~10-24 g) sensitivity  
should  be possible (can now  
detect & image single bio-molecules) 

- compact, compatible 
with microfluidics, & 
 can be functionalized  

∆𝑚𝑚 = 200 kDalton 

meff~ 10 fg 
f0 ~ 400 MHz 

∆𝑓𝑓 =
−∆𝑚𝑚

2𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑓𝑓0 

meff~ 100 fg 
f0 ~ 100 MHz 

Roukes (Caltech)  

 See:  K.L. Eckinci et al. J. Appl. Phys. March 2004. 
           Y.T. Yang et al. Nano Letters. April 2006. 
           A. Naik et al. Nature Nanotechnology.  June 2009. 
           S. Hanay et al. Nature Nanotechnology. March 2015. 



Origins and Motivations:  Nanomechanical Mass Sensing 
(Using Carbon Nanotubes) 

 See: Jensen et al. Nature Nanotechnology.  September 2008. (Results shown above.) 
 Also: B. Lassagne et al. Nano Letters. September 2008. 
           H.Y. Chiu et al. Nano Letters. September 2008. 
           

carbon nanotube 

meff~ 1 ag 
f0 ~ 330 MHz 

Zettl Group – Stanford  

- Using much “lighter” carbon nanotubes 
groups can achieve nearly atomic-scale resolution 

TEM Image 



Origins and Motivations:  Mechanical Single-Spin Detection 

Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy (MRFM) 

µB – electron magnetic moment 

G – tip magnetic gradient~ 106 T/m 

IBM 

From D. Rugar et al., Nature 430, 329 (2004) 

More recently: C.L. Degen et al. P. Natl. A. Sci. 2009 

spring constant k ~100 µN/m 
amplitude  X~ 20 nm  
frequency f0 ~ 64 kHz 

Originally proposed by J.A. Sidles. Appl Phys. Lett. 1991. 

- Cantilever with magnetic tip  
interacts with electron/nuclear  
spins 

- Frequency of cantilever depends 
on whether spin is ‘up’ or ‘down’ 

- can detect individual electron 
spins and even small groups (~50) 
of nuclear spins  
 
- Used to image biological  
specimens with nm resolution 

∆𝑓𝑓0 = ±
2𝐺𝐺𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵
𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 𝑓𝑓0 



Origins of Quantum Electromechanical Systems (QEMS) 
See M.L. Roukes, Physics World (2001), K.C. Schwab and M.L. Roukes, Physics Today (2005), M.P. Blencowe  
Phys. Reps. (2004) for some overviews  

In the 1990’s, Roukes realized ultimate limit of NEMS displacement 
transduction, force sensing, and fundamental physics is in quantum regime   

NEMS have the ideal characteristics of small mass, high frequency and low 
dissipation for being developed as quantum electromechanical systems (QEMS) 



Li, Tang, Roukes, 2007 

x
|0>

|1>
|2>

|n>

Quantum harmonic oscillator 

∆𝜋𝜋𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 

Origins of Quantum Electromechanical Systems (QEMS) 
See M.L. Roukes, Physics World (2001), K.C. Schwab and M.L. Roukes, Physics Today (2005), M.P. Blencowe  
Phys. Reps. (2004) for some overviews  

Huang, Roukes, 2003 

 Schwab 2008  

 Zero-point motion 

 Energy level spacing 

NEMS have the ideal characteristics of small mass, high frequency and low 
dissipation for QEMS 

 Quality factors from 
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑 to > 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟓𝟓 at mK 
temperatures  

∆𝜋𝜋𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 = ℏ 2𝑚𝑚𝜔𝜔⁄  

~40 × 10−15m 
Estimate for SiC resonator (right),  
.6µm x .4µm x .07µm  
Mass ~ 50 fg, f0 = 127 MHz 

ℏ𝜔𝜔 ≥ 𝜋𝜋𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 For 1 GHz resonator 
at mK temperatures 

ℏ𝜔𝜔 

Attainable with dilution refrigerator 

x
|0>

|1>
|2>

|n>

May portend long  
coherence/relaxation  
times (~ µsec’s) 

e.g.  superposition of NEMS states 

Q=4,000,000 



Origins of Quantum Electromechanical Systems (QEMS) 
kschwabresearch.com for Schwab group’s web page. And web.physics.ucsb.edu/~clelandgroup/  for Cleland’s 

Keith Schwab (Caltech) 

- In the mid/late 1990’s, Cleland and Schwab 
were post-docs in Roukes group at Caltech 

Schwab et al. Nature 2000. 

Cleland & Roukes. Nature 1998. 

-  With Roukes, produced two important 
experiments for the foundations of quantum 
electromechanical systems (QEMS) 

Ultra-sensitive nanomechanical electrometer 

Measurement of the thermal conductance  
quantum 

Andrew Cleland  
(U. Chicago) 

Their names will come up frequently 
throughout these lectures  as they are two 

of the principle drivers of the field 



Origins of Quantum Electromechanical Systems (QEMS) 

Schwab et al. Nature 2000. 

Cleland & Roukes. Nature 1998. 

Two experiments demonstrated: 
 
(1) Strongly couple mechanical device and charge at single electron level (Cleland/Roukes) 

 
(2)  Perform sensitive measurements probing quantum properties of mechanical device 
(Schwab/Roukes)  

Ultra-sensitive nanomechanical electrometer 

Measurement of the thermal conductance  
quantum 

After leaving Roukes group, both began developing/pursuing new ideas for 
implementing QEMS and mechanical quantum systems more generally 



Recap of Origins of NEMS and QEMS Thus Far 

In the 1990’s NEMS developed and the following were realized: 

Many applications 
for NEMS in which 
limits to ultimate 

sensitivity important 
to understand 

NEMS have ideal 
characteristics for 

accessing the 
quantum regime  

Two preliminary 
experiments hinted at 
future explorations of 

QEMS  

What was missing? 
‘Tools’ for 

measurement and 
control of QEMS 

Possible tools arose from developments with mesoscopic 
& superconducting quantum devices 



Origins: The Radio Frequency Single Electron Transistor 

Rob Schoelkopf (Yale) 

- New nanoscale electrometer based upon tunnel 
junctions integrated with planar RF circuit components 

- Allowed for charge sensing with sensitivity approaching 
limit allowed by QM and bandwidth exceeding 100’s MHz 

Schematic of an SET 

Current 𝐼𝐼 involves electrons 
tunneling one-by-one through 

junctions 

𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼 e- e- 



Origins: The SET & RFSET as a Tool for Nanomechanical 
Displacement Detection 

Miles Blencowe 
(Dartmouth) 

- Blencowe and colleagues realized that the RF-
SET’s large bandwidth and quantum noise 
properties could be utilized for ultra-sensitive 
nanomechanical position detection  

- Potential to be utilized for measuring quantum 
squeezed states of mechanics 

- Really the first proposal for using quantum electronics 
to prepare/measure quantum states of mechanics 

Schematic of RFSET  
Displacement Detector 

Tunnel Junctions 

Cantilever 



Origins: Developlment of the SET & RFSET as a Tool for 
Nanomechanical Displacement Detection 

Cleland/Knobel – Nature 2003 

LaHaye et al. – Science 2004 

Cleland Group at UCSB 

Schwab Group at LPS/UMDCP 

First group to realize the SET-based 
nanomechanical displacement detection 

Demonstrated measurement of 
nanomechanics close to the quantum regime  

Also performed studies of the quantum noise 
of the RFSET detector (see Naik et al. Nature 
2006)  

1 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚 



Origins: Developlment of the SET & RFSET as a Tool for 
Nanomechanical Displacement Detection 

Cleland/Knobel – Nature 2003 

LaHaye et al. – Science 2004 

Cleland Group at UCSB 

Schwab Group at LPS/UMDCP 

First group to realize the SET-based 
nanomechanical displacement detection 

Demonstrated measurement of 
nanomechanics close to the quantum regime  

Also performed studies of the quantum noise 
of the RFSET detector (see Naik et al. Nature 
2006)  

Much more on this topic in Lecture II 

1 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚 



Origins: Superconducting Qubits 

SEM image of CPB Qubit from 
Nakamura et al, Nature (1999)  

- In 1999, group from NEC demonstrated the first quantum coherent operation of a 
superconducting charge quantum bit – the Cooper-Pair Box (CPB) 

- This ushered in a new era of development in superconducting qubits that is ongoing 
to this day (more on the state of the art of superconducting qubits in Lecture III)  

- It also motivated a myriad  proposals over the next decade to utilize qubits for 
quantum control and measurement of mechanics  



λ

x
|0>

|1>
|2>

|n>

artificial 
atom Harmonic oscillator 

electrostatic interaction 

Origins: Qubit-Coupled Mechanics 

= 

 Nakamura et al., Nature, 398 29 Apr. 1999 Cleland & Roukes, APL 69 28 Oct. 1996 

Nano-electromechanical resonator Cooper-pair box (CPB) charge qubit  

Qubit- coupled 
resonator analogous 

to atom-coupled 
photon cavity 

+ 

First proposed by Schwab with A. Armour & M. Blencowe: PRL 88 (2002) & Physica B 316 (2002). 



λ

x
|0>

|1>
|2>

|n>

artificial 
atom Harmonic oscillator 

electrostatic interaction 

Origins: Qubit-Coupled Mechanics 

= 
 Nakamura et al., Nature, 398 29 Apr. 1999 Cleland & Roukes, APL 69 28 Oct. 1996 

Nano-electromechanical resonator Cooper-pair box (CPB) charge qubit  

+ 

First proposed by A. Armour, M. Blencowe & K. Schwab: PRL 88 (2002) & Physica B 316 (2002). 

Initial proposal: 
use qubit to prepare  
quantum superposition  
states of NEMS and 
study decoherence 

Map onto this system techniques and understanding from CQED, quantum optics, atomic physics  
to explore quantum properties of mechanics 



Origins: Qubit-Coupled Mechanics 

Partial list of proposals utilizing a qubit to manipulate 
and measure quantum states of NEMS 
• NEMS and Cooper-pair box (CPB) entanglement to produce NEMS superposition states 
(Charge-state)  A.D. Armour, M.P Blencowe, K.C. Schwab, PRL 88, 148301 
(2002). 

(Dispersive)  (1)  A.D. Armour & M.P. Blencowe, New J. Phys. 10 095004 (2008)  (2)D.W. Utami, & A.A. 
Clerk,  Phys. Rev. A  78 042323 (2008).  (3) K. Jacobs, A.N. Jordan, & E.K. Irish, Euro. Phys. Lett.  82, 
18003 (2008).  

• Measurement of quantized energy spectrum of NEMS  
(1) E.K. Irish & K.C. Schwab, PRB 68, 155311 (2003).  (2) K. Jacobs, P. Lougovski,& M.P. Blencowe, PRB 98,  
147201 (2007). (3) K. Jacobs, A.N. Jordan & E.K. Irish, Euro. Phys. Lett. 82, 18003 (2008). (4) A.A. Clerk, & 
 D.W. Utami, PRA 75, 042302 (2007). 

• Microwave-mediated techniques 
(Ground-state cooling) I. Martin et al., Phys. Rev. B 69, 125339 (2004).  (Squeezing) P. Rabl et al.,  
PRB 70, 205304 (2004). (Entanglement) L.Tian, PRB 72, 195411 (2005). (Lasing) J. Hauss et al., 
 Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 037003 (2008).  

• Using qubit-coupled mechanics as elements in quantum information architectures  
Cleland & Geller,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 070501 (2004). Cleland & Geller, Phys. Rev. A 71, 032311 (2005).   



First Demonstrations of Qubit-Coupled Nanoresonators 

Nature, 2009 
(2010) Cleland et al. demonstrate qubit-based 

detection of energy quantization in a NR 

Coherent swapping of a 
quantum of energy  

between NR and qubit 

Nature, 2010 

(2013) Sillanpaa et al. demonstrate mechanical “Stark” shift 
of qubit (a prerequisite for many theory proposals to engineer 
various quantum states of mechanics)  Nature, 2013 

NR 

Qubit 

Ramsey measurements 
yield  𝑇𝑇2~ 12 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 for 
Mechanical mode 

(2009) LaHaye, Schwab, Roukes et al. demonstrate 
 qubit/NR dispersive interaction analogous to CQED 



First Demonstrations of Qubit-Coupled Nanoresonators 

Nature, 2009 
(2010) Cleland et al. demonstrate qubit-based 

detection of energy quantization in a NR 

Coherent swapping of a 
quantum of energy  

between NR and qubit 

Nature, 2010 

(2013) Sillanpaa et al. demonstrate mechanical “Stark” shift 
of qubit (a prerequisite for many theory proposals to engineer 
various quantum states of mechanics)  Nature, 2013 

NR 

Qubit 

Ramsey measurements 
yield  𝑇𝑇2~ 12 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 for 
Mechanical mode 

Experimentally, have only begun to scratch the surface 

(2009) LaHaye, Schwab, Roukes et al. demonstrate 
 qubit/NR dispersive interaction analogous to CQED To be done:  Engineer Schrodinger cat states for studies 

of decoherence; develop QND energy detection for new 
studies of energy dissipation; development for use in 
Quantum computing; much more… 

State of the art will be discussed in Lecture III 



Nanoelectromechanical  
Systems (NEMS) 

Gravitational Wave Detection 

gravity.phy.syr.edu  

Quantum Electromechanical 
Systems (QEMS) 

lahayelab.syr.edu 

Roukes: nano.caltech.edu 

So far in the talk, have covered 
roots of the field related to GW 

Detection, NEMS, & QEMS 

Still need to discuss Optomechanics! 
Kippenberg (EPFL) 

Schwab (Caltech) 

Aspelmeyer(Vienna) 

Painter (Caltech) Teufel (NIST) 

Artificial Atom 



Cavity Optomechanics 

- Diverse range of systems from the kg to ag (10−21 kg) scale kg) 

Montage of Cavity Optomechanical Systems 

From Aspelmeyer, Meystre & Schwab. Phys. Today (2012) 

- Involves the integration of mechanical systems with high quality EM cavities 

Reviews 
T. J. Kippenberg, K. J. 
Vahala, Science 321, 
1172 (2008). 
 
M. Aspelmeyer, P. 
Meystre, & K. 
Schwab, Physics 
Today 65, 29 (2012). 
 
M. Aspelmeyer, M., 
T.J. Kippenberg, & F. 
Marquardt. Rev. 
Mod. Phys 86, 1391 
(2014). 



Optomechanics – Radiation Pressure 

- Photon scattering imparts force (momentum transfer) to objects 

Source: scientificamerican.com 

Source: R. Knight. Physics For Scientists and … 

Source: jolisfukyu.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp 

- Important phenomena 
for topics in astrophysics, 
astrodynamics 

 

- At the heart of optical 
tweezer techniques used 
in bio-physics for 
studying single molecules   

- But it’s also important in 
modern optomechanical    
systems! 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAYQjB0&url=http://jolisfukyu.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp/fukyu/mirai-en/2007/10_3.html&ei=rWeMVd3QDtP-yQSi1YHoBw&bvm=bv.96782255,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNHGRT17sF4tM81ONZl1DfKYnlmZQA&ust=1435351272206501


Optomechanics – Radiation Pressure 

- Photon scattering imparts force (momentum transfer) to objects 

Source: scientificamerican.com 

Source: jolisfukyu.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp 

- Important phenomena 
for topics in astrophysics, 
astrodynamics 

 

- At the heart of optical 
tweezer techniques used 
in bio-physics for 
studying single molecules   

- But it’s also important in 
modern optomechanical 
systems! 

Radiation Pressure  
Force Imparted to  
Mirror on the  
Cantilever Source: physics.aps.org  

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAYQjB0&url=http://jolisfukyu.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp/fukyu/mirai-en/2007/10_3.html&ei=rWeMVd3QDtP-yQSi1YHoBw&bvm=bv.96782255,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNHGRT17sF4tM81ONZl1DfKYnlmZQA&ust=1435351272206501
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAYQjB0&url=http://jolisfukyu.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp/fukyu/mirai-en/2007/10_3.html&ei=rWeMVd3QDtP-yQSi1YHoBw&bvm=bv.96782255,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNHGRT17sF4tM81ONZl1DfKYnlmZQA&ust=1435351272206501
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAYQjB0&url=http://jolisfukyu.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp/fukyu/mirai-en/2007/10_3.html&ei=rWeMVd3QDtP-yQSi1YHoBw&bvm=bv.96782255,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNHGRT17sF4tM81ONZl1DfKYnlmZQA&ust=1435351272206501


Optomechanics – Harnessing Radiation Pressure 

- The radiation pressure 
depends on the position 
of the mirror 𝑥𝑥 as the 
cantilever oscillates 
(indicated by the arrows 
on the curve) 

Radiation Pressure  
Force Imparted to  
Mirror on the  
Cantilever 

- Importantly, this effect 
can be used both for 
cooling of the cantilever 
and for heating it 

This effect is called dynamical back-action  or sideband 
cooling/heating 

It has become an important tool for optomechanics, 
which we will discuss next lecture, including how it is 
used for cooling mechanical structures to their quantum 
ground state  

Source: physics.aps.org  



Optomechanics – Harnessing Radiation Pressure 
- Beginning in the late 1990’s (see references below) a series of proposals 
were put forth to engineer superposition states of macroscopic mirrors using 
radiation pressure  

- Example on right, oscillating mirror in 
Cavity A experiences radiation pressure 
force that yields new equilibrium position 
𝜋𝜋0 (if there is a photon in Cavity A)  

Figure from W. Marshall et al. PRL 91, 130401 (2003) 

- By sending individual photons through 
50/50 Beam splitter, the oscillator can be 
prepared in a superposition of states 
with different 𝜋𝜋0 

See also Mancini et al. PRA 55, 3042 (1997) & S. Bose et al. PRA 59, 3204 (1999) 

- By probing interferometer fringe 
visibility entanglement of system and 
decoherence of the mirror could be 
probed 



Optomechanics – Harnessing Radiation Pressure 
- Beginning in the late 1990’s (see references below) a series of proposals 
were put forth to engineer superposition states of macroscopic mirrors using 
radiation pressure  

- Example on right, oscillating mirror in 
Cavity A experiences radiation pressure 
force that yields new equilibrium position 
𝜋𝜋0 (if there is a photon in Cavity A)  

Figure from W. Marshall et al. PRL 91, 130401 (2003) 

- By first sending photons through 50/50 
Beam splitter, the oscillator can be 
prepared in a superposition of states 
with different 𝜋𝜋0 

See also Mancini et al. PRA 55, 3042 (1997) & S. Bose et al. PRA 59, 3204 (1999) 

- By probing interferometer fringe 
visibility entanglement of system and 
decoherence of the mirror could be 
probed 

What’s Needed for this experiment? 
 
(1) Oscillator at low thermal occupation 

 
(2) High Q oscillator and high finesse 

optical cavity  
 

(3) Radiation pressure effects at the level 
of single photons 

- Optomechanics community is close 
to satisfying these conditions, in 
separate experiments, so such an 
experiment could be realized soon. 
 
- State of the art to be discussed in 
Lecture II 



Mechanics in Hybrid Quantum Systems 

Integrating mechanical, atomic, 
optical, microwave, spin and 
solid-state quantum systems 

A veritable toolbox of quantum 
systems at our disposal! 

M. Gustaffson et al. Science 346, 207 (2014) 

C.L. Degen et al. PNAS 106, 1313 (2009). 

Individual spins coupled to a cantilever 

D. Hunger et al. PRL 104, 143002 (2010) 

Bose-Einstein Condensate Coupled to Cantilever 

Superconducting qubits coupled to nanobeams 
and surface acoustic waves (SAWs) 

Recent reviews: Ze-Liang Xiang et al. Rev. Mod. Phys.85, 623 (2013). G. Kurizki et al. PNAS 112, 3866 (2015)  

qubit 

SAW 
Generator 



The Future:  Quantum Machines? 
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